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Ion-optical tests of MARA using 
different fusion-evaporation reactions 
40Ar+45Sc, 40Ar+58Ni and 78Kr+92Mo have 
been performed. So far the results look 
promising. It seems that MARA can handle 
these symmetric reactions and that the 
beam suppression is sufficient. The mass 
resolving power is as calculated and even 
with masses 167 and 166 a physical mass 
separation (allowing physical slits to be 
used) can be reached (see the Figure). The 
next things to try are inverse kinematics and 
an asymmetric case. After MARA has been 
thoroughly commissioned experimental 
campaigns can be started. A MARA-
oriented workshop will be organized on 
15th-16th December, 2105.

Mass spectrum (ToF gated) measured at the focal plane of MARA. On the X-axis the position at 
the MWPC is shown while on the Y-axis the position difference between the MWPC and DSSD 
is presented. Artificial structures seen in the spectrum are due to the some problems with the 
detectors.

First beam tests with MARA

In  August  the  Pel le t ron group 
coordinated two courses in the Jyväskylä 
Summer School. The topic of the first course 
was High-resolution PIXE, lectured by Dr. 
Miguel A. Reis (Technical University of 
Lisbon, Portugal). The second course on 
Ion Beam Analysis for Cultural Heritage 
and Environment Studies was lectured by 
Dr. Massimo Chiari (The National Institute 
for Nuclear Physics (INFN), Italy). In the 
laboratory work the students did PIXE 
measurements with an external proton beam 
beam and transition edge sensor (TES) 
detector (photo).

A purchase contract for a helium 
ion microscope (HIM) was signed in 
the summer 2015. The instrument will 
be located in the NSC clean room and it 
will include an additional neon source for 
enhanced milling capabilities and a Raith 
pattern generator for ion beam lithography. 
The tool installation is scheduled to start in 
the beginning of September 2015.

The group constructed and delivered a 
diffusion cloud chamber for the European 
Space Agency (ESA) which was put 
on display within the ESA pavilion at 

the Paris Air show (http://www.esa.int/
spaceinimages/Images/2015/06/Cloud_
chamber_at_Le_Bourget).

Pelletron news

http://www.esa.int/spaceinimages/Images/2015/06/Cloud_chamber_at_Le_Bourget
http://www.esa.int/spaceinimages/Images/2015/06/Cloud_chamber_at_Le_Bourget
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An automated sample transport system 
described in NIMA 698(2013)224 has been 
reinstalled at the end of the beam line in the 
MAP cave. This simple and reliable device 
was designed for fast-neutron irradiations 
but it would work also with proton beams 
extracted into the air. The shuttle can be 
operated in a single or in cyclic modes. 
The irradiated targets are moved within 
1.2 seconds (full stop to full stop) to a 
well-shielded counting position, 3 meters 
away. Our measurements indicate that the 
neutron flux reaching the shielded gamma-
ray detector placed at the counting position, 
integrated over one week of running, 
is two orders of magnitude below the 
threshold level where the first signs of the 
neutron damage may become discernable. 
The first experiment planned for the 
reinstalled system is the measurement of 
the 18O(n,α)15C cross section.

Sample transport system reinstalled

Reinstalled sample shuttle in the MAP cave. Standing from the left are: Gerard Lhersonneau, 
Sergey Khlebnikov, Wladek Trzaska, and Tomasz Malkiewicz.

Aurora hunting in Finnish Lapland

From the 13th -17th April, the Riekonlinna 
Hotel in Saariselkä was host to the 13th 
Nordic Meeting on Nuclear Physics. The 
meeting was the latest in the series which 
have been held every few years since the 
1970s with the location rotating between 
Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden. 

The main topics of the conference 
were focused on low- and medium-energy 
nuclear physics carried out at the current 
stable and radioactive beam facilities, and 
on the possibilities with the next generation 
of facilities that are either planned or under 
construction. 

In keeping with the spirit of earlier 
meetings in this series, time was kept free 
in the program for activities. The traditional 
soccer tournament between the Nordic 
countries could not be held as the soccer 
fields were covered by 1.2 meters of snow. 

Aurora Borealis. Photo courtesy of Isao Tanihata.

Thus a biathlon of shooting and sled relay 
was held. Since the Danes did not know the 
whereabouts of the traditional challenge 
trophy, last seen in their possession, they had 
to win the competition, which they duly did.

In the evenings, the challenge was to 

spot Aurora between breaks in the clouds. 
Several teams set out on expeditions and 
were successful, as can be seen from the 
photo above.

The 14th Nordic Meeting will be 
organized in Norway in 2018.

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0168900212011084
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Proton radioactivity was discovered 45 
years ago by observing protons emitted from 
the 19/2−, 3174-keV isomer in 53Co. To date, 
the proton-decay branch of this l=9 proton 
decay has been based only on estimations, 
partly due to similar half-lives of the ground 
and isomeric states. In collaboration with 
Lund University and GSI, the IGISOL 
team used the JYFLTRAP Penning trap 
facility to produce a pure beam of 53Com 
which was delivered to a spectroscopy setup 
consisting of the TASISpec double-sided 
silicon detector array for particle detection 
combined with a Cluster detector and two 
Clover detectors. The experiment was 
very successful: a precise but lower than 
previously estimated value for the proton-
decay branch was obtained. The measured 
value of the branch yields information 
on the proton-decay width essential for 
understanding high-l proton decays and 
for developing a theoretical description. 
The 53Com experiment was a pioneering 
experiment aiming to initiate a series of 
similar experiments of heavier isotopes 
along the proton dripline.

TASISpec, a Cluster and two Clover detectors positioned after JYFLTRAP in a successful 
measurement of the proton-decay branch from 53Com.

Quantum-state selective decay spectroscopy: the 
proton decay branch of 53Com

On June 1 – 5, 2015, our Department 
hosted Neutrinos and Dark Matter in Nuclear 
Physics 2015. The NDM Symposium series 
is practically the only large venue dedicated 
to the discussion of connections of nuclear-
structure physics to fundamental physics in 
micro and macro scales. The series started in 
2003 in Nara, the historical capital of Japan. 
In 2006 the NDM06 Symposium was held 
in Paris, in 2009 in Madison, Wisconsin and 
in 2012 in Nara again. The NDM Symposia 
aim at gathering together people from the 
fields of neutrino physics, astrophysics, and 
dark-matter physics to discuss experiments 
and theories which need nuclear-physics 
input in the form of nuclear targets, nuclear 
decays, etc. At present, nuclear structure 
plays an ever growing role in the mentioned 
fields of fundamental physics and it is of 
utmost importance to allow people working 
at the intersections of these fields to meet 
and to exchange ideas and results. Prior to 
NDM’15 the participants had an opportunity 
to visit the Pyhäsalmi mine – the deepest 
mine in Europe and a potential site of a 

Neutrinos and Dark Matter in Nuclear Physics 2015

Jouni Suhonen (on the right) and Wladek Trzaska opening NDM’15.

future large-scale neutrino facility. 
All the talks presented during the 

conference are available from the indico 
page of the CERN Neutrino Platform. 

The link is available directly from the 
NDM’15 web page: https://www.jyu.fi/
en/congress/ndm15

https://www.jyu.fi/en/congress/ndm15
https://www.jyu.fi/en/congress/ndm15
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First electron beams from the Varian’s Electron Linac

The 96Zr project is a concerted effort 
bringing together experimental and 
theoretical nuclear physicists from various 
laboratories including geochemists from the 
University of Calgary.

96Zr is unique in the sense that it can 
undergo both single and double beta  
(bb) decay, which is a property it only 
shares with 48Ca. The bb decay half-
life of 96Zr has been measured by the 
NEMO-3 collaboration to be 2.3(2)x1019 
years. The single b-decay half-life has 
not experimentally been measured but has 
been estimated to be similar. If both decay 
modes can compete with each other, there 
is a possibility to remove  a long-standing 
discrepancy between two different methods 
of determining the 96Zr bb-decay half-life 
measurements, which are on the one hand 
through geochemical isotopic anomaly 
measurements of the bb-decay daughter 
96Mo, and on the other through a direct 

counting of the decay. 
The only single b-decay transition 

which can compete with the 96Zr bb-decay, 
is the 4-fold unique forbidden decay of 
96Zr to the first excited Jπ= 5+ state in 96Nb 
at 44.2 keV. The two key parameters which 
determine the decay rate, are the nuclear 
matrix element and the Q-value – both 
of which Jyväskylä can offer. The matrix 
element is presently only theoretically 
determined and has been calculated within 
the framework of the QRPA model by J. 
Suhonen’s group. The same QRPA model 
is also being used for calculating the 96Zr 
bb-decay matrix elements, thus, there is 
a common link between the two decays. 
The Q-value enters in leading order as Q13 
into the phase space factor of the 4-fold 
forbidden decay, and therefore carries a 
rather large dependence on the life-time.

The Q-value was successfully measured 
in July with the JYFLTRAP Penning trap 

Single and Double Beta Decay Q-Value Measurement of 
96Zr

setup. Utilizing the mass doublet technique 
the set goal of 1 keV for the Q-value 
precision was surpassed 10-fold. The 
mass separation of 96Zr and the b-decay 
daughter 96Nb being only 1.8 ppm was 
easily achieved with the JYFL-developed 
Ramsey cleaning technique. The actual 
mass measurement was performed with 
the time-of-flight ion-cyclotron resonance 
technique utilizing Ramsey’s method of 
time-separated oscillatory fields. Thew 
analysis is expected to finish soon and 
the result with a Q-value uncertainty of 
about 100 eV will be submitted to Physical 
Review Letters.

The measurement  was done in 
collaboration with Prof. D. Frekers and 
coworkers from the University of Münster, 
University of Calgary and the University 
of Bratislava.

Heikki Kettunen and Jan Hedström smiling after the succesful start-up.

A Varian Clinac 2100CD radiation 
therapy electron accelerator was received 
from a Finnish University Hospital (Kuopio). 
The RADEF cave was reconstructed and 
the accelerator was installed during 2014. 
In February 2015, ESA allocated funding 
from its General Support Technology 
Programme, GSTP, for the commissioning 
of Clinac. It expands the ion selection from 
heavy ions and protons, presently available 
at RADEF, to electrons. Among irradiation 
studies, we foresee ESA’s next large-scale 
satellite mission JUICE, which is aimed to 
be launched in 2022. The data measured 
previously in Jovian missions indicate an 
extremely severe radiation environment, 

particularly in terms of electron fluxes. The 
purpose will be to use the new RADEF-
Clinac facility to develop electron beams 
for tests of space components exposed to 
an electron-rich environment, which exist 
e.g. in the Jovian system and Medium Earth 
Orbits (MEO). The machine can provide 
very intense electron beams with discrete 
energies of 6, 9, 12, 16 and 20 MeV. In the 
photo, Clinac is shown installed in its final 
location in the RADEF cave. 

The accelerator delivered its first beam 
on August 12th, 2015. Before the beam was 
taken out, technician Jan Hedström from 
Varian checked the cable connections and 
confirmed that the machine can be started 

The “stripped” Clinac situated in the RADEF 
cave in its storage position.

safely. After fixing a few interlocks the 
accelerator was turned on and soon after 
that even the maximum intensity was 
reached. Heikki Kettunen, who did the 
successful machine commissioning work, 
and Jan Hedström are shownsmiling after 
the start-up. 
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8 UK NUSTAR LaBr3 Detectors at the RITU focal plane 
show promising results

In August 2015, eight LaBr3 detectors, 
which belong to the UK NUSTAR 
collaboration, were installed at the focal 
plane of the gas-filled separator RITU 
(see figure). This setup was constructed 
for a proof-of-principle experiment, R51, 
to demonstrate that nuclear state lifetimes 
could be measured following the decay of 
isomeric states or particle decay at the focal 
plane of RITU. A large part of the work 
was performed by Ph.D students from the 
Universities of Manchester, Brighton and 
the West of Scotland, UK and Bucharest, 
Romania. The main aim of the experiment 
was to prove that lifetimes can be extracted 
from a distributed source of recoils, which 
were spread across the entire RITU focal 
plane (area 40mm x120mm). The position 
of the recoil implant had to be known so 
that the different flight times to each of 
the detector pairs could be corrected for. 
The test experiment focused on measuring 
the lifetime of the first 2+

 state in 138Gd, 
which is fed by the decay of a 6 µs, Kπ=8̶  
isomeric state. The initial results from 
the centroid-shift method, are shown in 
figure on the next page. The final prompt-
response is not yet defined, but the results 
are encouraging. Finally, in the last 24 hours 
of the experiment, a yield test was made to 
study the lifetimes of states below the 8+ 
isomer in 210Ra.

This work has demonstrated that 
lifetimes can be extracted from a distributed 
recoil distribution at the focal plane of 
the RITU separator using gamma-gamma 
coincidences and paves the way for future 
campaigns with this setup.

MARA Workshop
Jyväskylä

15th - 16th December, 2015

https://www.jyu.fi/fysiikka/en/mara2015
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The LaBr3 array being 
cabled up by Michael 
Mallaburn, a Ph.D student 
from the University of 
Manchester, UK, who spent 
a year at JYFL as a long 
term attachment student.

TAC spectrum from the array.
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Accelerator News editor: Pauli Heikkinen

September 2015

The next deadline for submission of 
proposals and letters of intent is September 
15, 2015. Proposals should include an 
abstract/summary. A justification of 
the beam time requested, based on cross-
sections, detector efficiencies, etc. should 
be given. If a proposal is the continuation 

Name Responsibility e-mail 
Ari Jokinen Scientific Director,    ari.s.a.jokinen@jyu.fi
 IGISOL
Juha Uusitalo RITU juha.uusitalo@jyu.fi
Paul Greenlees γ- and e--spectroscopy paul.greenlees@jyu.fi
Pauli Heikkinen Technical Director pauli.heikkinen@jyu.fi 
Mikael Sandzelius Beam-time schedule,  mikael.sandzelius@jyu.fi
 PAC secretary  
Iain Moore Laser spectroscopy iain.d.moore@jyu.fi 
Wladyslaw Trzaska HENDES, LSC, dE/dx wladyslaw.h.trzaska@jyu.fi 
Ari Virtanen Applications ari.virtanen@jyu.fi
Timo Sajavaara Accelerator-based materials timo.sajavaara@jyu.fi 
 physics 
Hannu Koivisto ECR ion sources hannu.koivisto@phys.jyu.fi 
Arto Lassila Control system arto.lassila@phys.jyu.fi 
Jaana Kumpulainen Radiation safety jaana.k.kumpulainen@jyu.fi 

of an existing experimental program at the 
JYFL Accelerator Laboratory, a summary of 
the status of the project should be included. 
Proposals and letters of intent should be sent 
(preferably as a postscript or pdf file) to the 
Program Advisory Committee secretary 
Mikael Sandzelius (address: see below) 

and include the Proposal Summary Sheet 
mailed with this News letter. This form is 
also available from the JYFL WWW-pages. 
You are encour aged to contact anyone in the 
Contact List at the end of this Newsletter for 
more information.

How to contact us:

Department of Physics
P.O. Box 35 (YFL)

FI-40014 University of Jyväskylä
Finland

Fax: +358 14 617 411
                              

https://www.jyu.fi/physics
 

The Programme Advisory Committee

Bertram Blank, CEN Bordeaux-Gradignan
Bo Cederwall, KTH Stockholm
Fadi Ibrahim, IPN Orsay
Gerda Neyens, KU Leuven (Chair)
Dario Vretenar, Zagreb
Phil Walker, Surrey

Mikael Sandzelius, Scientific Secretary (JYFL)

Next Call for Proposals
Deadline: September 15, 2015


